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Abstract: The aim of this study was to prepare and evaluate stable cationic solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) as colloidal
carriers for gene therapy. SLNs were mainly composed of three diﬀerent biocompatible and biodegradable matrix lipids
called tripalmitin, glyceryl dibehenate, and triglyceride, all containing the cationic lipid N -(1-(2,3-dioleoyloxy)propyl)R
⃝

N, N, N -trimethylammonium (DOTAP

). Each of these SLNs were divided into three parts and characterized by

applying diﬀerent processes: Part I was autoclaved (121

◦

C, 15 min), Part II was lyophilized (5 mbar, –50

Part III was kept in its intact form. These parts were stored at 4

◦

C, 25

◦

C (room temp.), and 40

◦

◦

C), and

C for short-term

stability tests. The formulations were tested physically regarding the particle size and zeta potential. pUC18 plasmid
DNA was used as the genetic material. Zeta potentials of all SLNs and pDNA-SLN complexes were determined to be
highly positive (between +28.90 and +59.39). Crystallization processes of lipid matrices were characterized by X-ray
diﬀractometry and diﬀerential scanning calorimetry. pDNA binding ability of SLNs and the stability of pDNA-SLN
complexes with DNase I enzyme were also determined by gel electrophoresis. It was determined that all formulations
R
⃝

became positively charged with DOTAP

. They were able to bind DNA and were partially protective against enzyme

degradation. Although additional studies are necessary, this study reveals the promising potential of this gene delivery
system for gene therapy.
R
⃝

Key words: Cationic solid lipid nanoparticles, DOTAP

, plasmid DNA, gene delivery, colloidal carriers, preparation,

characterization, stability, SLN

1. Introduction
The establishment of gene therapy may be achieved by designing sophisticated gene delivery systems. 1 The
goal of gene therapy is to treat diseases by delivering DNA or genes into defective cells. For this purpose, viral
and nonviral gene carriers are being investigated to protect DNA and to aid in its cellular uptake. 2
Viral vectors are currently the most eﬃcient systems for the transfection of foreign DNA into living
cells. However, they also have some disadvantages. 1,3,4 Viral vectors have the risk of oncogenicity, inducing immune responses and diﬃculties in industrial validation and upscaling. 5,6 In recent years, considerable
interest has focused on the use of cationic compounds such as polyethylenimine (PEI) 3 and 1,2-dioleoyl-3R
⃝

trimethylammonium-propane (DOTAP ) for the development of nonviral carrier systems. Complexes of DNA
R
⃝

with PEI and with DOTAP
∗ Correspondence:
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were reported to display a high transfection eﬃciency in cell cultures. 7
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Gene transfer mediated by cationic lipid/DNA complexes (lipoplexes) and cationic polymer/DNA complexes (polyplexes) has been eﬃciently accomplished both in vitro and in vivo.3,8 In vivo gene transfer is usually
less eﬃcient than in vitro gene transfer and it is not well predicted by in vitro results. The first and still most
commonly used cationic lipid in lipoplex formulations is DOTAP, a monovalent positively charged nonnatural
lipid that exhibits low in vivo toxicity. 9,10
The mechanism of association of cationic lipids with plasmid DNA is mediated by a variety of physical
interactions. The main mechanism is the ionic interaction between positively charged lipid head groups and
negatively charged DNA phosphates, 5,11 which results in the formation of DNA complexes or lipoplexes.
Lipoplexes are usually formulated with an excess amount of positive charge in order to mediate the interaction
with the cell membranes, which carry a net negative charge. 5,10,12
Cationic solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) were introduced as a nonviral transfection vehicle by Olbrich et
13,14

al.
SLNs are an alternative drug delivery system to emulsions, liposomes, and polymeric nanoparticles. 15
Like emulsions and liposomes, SLNs consist of physiologically well-tolerated ingredients that have already been
approved for pharmaceutical purposes in humans. 16 SLNs can be produced without the use of solvents that
are potentially toxic and large-scale production is even possible. 15,17 Good storage stability and the possibility
of steam sterilization and lyophilization are some of the advantages of SLN systems. 18 When a SLN system
is produced with a cationic lipid, the resulting particles consist of a lipid core that presents cationic lipids
on its surface and the cationic components are likely to be organized in raft-like monolayers, which allow the
interaction between the modified SLN surface and DNA. 5,19
The aim of this study was to compare the physical properties of diﬀerent SLN formulations incorporating
a cationic lipid to attach pDNA. For this purpose, three SLN formulations were formulated using three diﬀerent
matrix lipids including DOTAP to load pDNA and were evaluated with regard to their physical properties and
stability features as a gene delivery system.
2. Results and discussion
High-energy input such as elevated production temperature, high stirring rate, long emulsification time, and/or
strong ultrasound power is required to breakdown the droplets into nanometer range. 16,20 In our study, filtered
and autoclaved SLNs displayed narrow size distributions and considerably small particle sizes (Table 1). During
sterilization by autoclaving, the high temperature presumably led to an oil-in-water microemulsion formation
due to phase inversion phenomena and probably aﬀected the size of the nanodroplets. 21,22 After sterilization
with an autoclave, increases in the average diameter and polydispersity index (PI) were observed only in the
GSLN formulation.
After freeze-drying, slight increases in particle size and PI were observed for all SLNs. Particularly CSLN
showed higher PI values, which was probably due to the presence of nanoparticle aggregates. The growth in
the particle dimensions of lyophilized SLNs after resuspending systems comes from the eﬀect on the structure
of the crystal during freezing, 18 the formation of aggregate, and the fact that these aggregates cannot be
redispersed completely. 17 Maintaining the average diameter and PI after redispersion of freeze-dried SLNs may
be possible by incorporating a high percentage of surfactant and cryoprotectors. 21,23 In this situation, the main
problem in the resuspended formulations is the high concentration of the surfactant and the cryoprotective. 24
The addition of cryoprotective to the formulations being prepared may cause the change of particle surface load,
osmolality, and pH. 18 As the eﬀects of ambient conditions on the formulations were researched comparatively,
these substances were not added in order not to add a parameter that was diﬀerent from other formulations
and not to change the content of the formulation.
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Table 1. Composition, mean particle sizes, and zeta potentials of the SLNs.

DSLN
DSLNO
DSLNL
GSLN
GSLNO
GSLNL
CSLN
CSLNO
CSLNL

Lipid (4%)

R
⃝

Dynasan 116
R
⃝
Dynasan 116
R
⃝
Dynasan 116
R
⃝
Gelucire 33/01
R
⃝
Gelucire 33/01
R
⃝
Gelucire 33/01
R
⃝
Compritol ATO888
R
⃝
Compritol ATO888
R
⃝
Compritol ATO888

Span85/Tween

DOTAP

80 (4%)

(0.35%)

2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6
2.4/1.6

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Lyophilization

SLNs

Autoclaving process

Composition (% w/w)

Particle size

—
+
—
—
+
—
—
+
—

—
—
+
—
—
+
—
—
+

180.3
176.9
680.2
166.8
185.3
664.2
297.2
218.0
614.7

PI

(nm) ± SE

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.8
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.6
0.7
0.7

Zeta potential
(mV) ± SE

0.298
0.287
0.734
0.263
0.360
0.599
0.483
0.371
1.000

48.92
48.21
49.13
58.22
56.90
59.39
35.91
34.57
28.89

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.6
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.3

N = 3; PI: polydispersity index; SE: standard error.

Under all storage conditions, the stability of the formulations was satisfactory for the investigated
parameters; the particle diameters and PIs showed a negligible degree of change within a few nanometers
during a 9-month period (P ≥ 0.05).
The surface charges determined by zeta potential measurements were measured to be highly positive,
between +28.90 and +59.39 (Table 1). In general, lipid nanoparticles are negatively charged on the surface. 25
Although the amount of DOTAP added to the formulations was same, this variation seen in zeta potential
depends on lipid matrices. Zeta potentials of DOTAP-free formulations were found as –21 ± 0.12 for Gelucire
R
R
33/01, –23 ± 0.14 for Dynasan⃝116,
and –28 ± 0.10 for Compritol⃝ATO888.
The attainment of diﬀerent
zeta potential with DOTAP used in the same ratio was based on this diﬀerence in lipids. Additionally,
the temperature applied for Compritol ATO888 was the highest temperature (85 ◦ C) and the eﬀect of this
temperature used for the formulation conditions on DOTAP may have decreased the eﬃciency of DOTAP.
Elevated temperatures are known to decrease the zeta potentials and increase the instability of the
formulations. It was reported that the zeta potentials of the SLN formulations decrease after autoclave
sterilization. 22,26 In our study, a slight decrease in zeta potentials of SLN formulations was detected after
autoclaving (P ≥ 0.05).
During the first 3 months, decrease in zeta potentials of all SLNs was not significant under all storage
conditions (P ≥ 0.05). A significant decrease was noted (P ≤ 0.01) after a 9-month storage period, but zeta
potential values still remained at a level suﬃcient enough to keep the particles stable against aggregation as
determined by particle size analysis.
GSLNs showed the highest zeta potential and pDNA binding ability when compared to the CSLNs. On
the other hand, zeta potential of GSLNs increased with the increasing amount of SLNs in pDNA-SLN complexes.
pDNA complexes with DSLN or CSLN at the ratios of 1:10 and 1:50 were compared and no significant increase
(P ≥ 0.05) was found with the increasing amount of SLNs (Figure 1).
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Diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) gives an insight into melting and recrystallization behaviors of
crystalline materials like lipid nanoparticles. 27 All lipids and SLNs were analyzed by DSC to investigate their
crystallinity. The DSC curves of lipids, lipid-DOTAP mixture, and lyophilized SLNs are given in Figures 2A–C
and Figure 3, respectively. DOTAP did not show a sharp endothermic peak on the thermograms and similar
behavior was also observed in X-ray studies. This suggests that DOTAP was not in the crystalline state. In
order to see the behavior of DOTAP in lipid matrices, DSC analyses were performed after mixing the lipids
and DOTAP at the temperatures used for SLN preparation [73 ◦ C (Figure 2A), 45 ◦ C (Figure 2B), 85 ◦ C
(Figure 2C)] and cooling down. Melting point, enthalpy, and crystallinity values of the lipids are demonstrated
in Table 2.
60

DSLN

GSLN

CSLN

Zeta potential

50
40
30
20
10
0
1:1

1:2.5 1:3.5

1:5

1:10

1:20

1:25

1:30

1:35

1:40

1:50

pDNA-SLN ratio

Figure 1. Zeta potentials of pDNA-SLN complexes.

Figure 2. DSC thermograms of lipids and lipid-DOTAP mixtures.
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Figure 3. DSC curves of lyophilized SLNs stored at diﬀerent conditions.

Table 2. Melting points, enthalpies, and crystallinities of lipid matrices.

Lipid matrix
1st heating

2nd heating

1016

Dynasan 116
Gelucire 33/01
Compritol ATO888
Dynasan 116
Gelucire 33/01
Compritol ATO888

Melting point
(◦ C )
62.58
38.69
73.56
63.68
35.96
75.33

Energy (J g−1 )
250.95
47.40
63.91
149.82
33.50
160.40

Recrystallization
point (◦ C )
37.72
42.96
61.09
37.19
46.06
62.84

Energy (J g−1 )
–162.74
–91.61
–98.82
–88.21
–16.32
–104.05
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Melting points of filtered and autoclaved DSLNs increased with time (data not shown). This may be
explained by the small particle sizes of the crystals. 27,28 The small particle size and therefore the high surface
area, and also being in an energetically suboptimal state, may lead to a decrease in crystallization point. 21,27,29,30
Triglycerides are known to crystallize mainly in three polymorphic forms, from α via β ı to β . Increased
melting point showed that the lipid was transformed from β ı form to β form and an increase in the crystallization
of the particles occurred. DSC curves of lyophilized DSLN (stored at 4 ◦ C) indicated presence of an unstable
(α) modification of the lipid at lower temperatures. 21,29,30 Appropriate storage condition was determined to
be room temperature by comparing melting points of DSLN L samples stored under diﬀerent conditions.
On the DSC thermograms of autoclaved and filtered GSLN samples, no sharp peaks were detected;
however, endothermic and exothermic peaks were observed on the thermograms of GSLN L samples. At the end
of 3 months, a shoulder peak was observed close to the principal peak, which gives a hint as to polymorphism. 28,31
No loss in typical peaks or no appearances of new peaks were recorded upon DSC analyses. This indicates that
there was no interaction or incompatibility between the formulations prepared. 30 However, the thermogram
of GSLN L stored at 40 ◦ C showed a new peak after 9 months. The DSC analyses revealed that the storage
condition of 4 ◦ C was optimum for GSLN L .
During the storage of CSLNs, increased tendency for recrystallization and gelling was observed. Gelled
systems have much higher crystallinity values (100%–130%), indicating that the whole fat fraction is solid.
Hence, it is possible to attribute the crystallinity changes to the energetic changes. 21,30 DSC measurements
over a period of 3 months of autoclaved and filtered CSLNs stored at all storage conditions showed a continuous
increase in the melting point close to the melting point of Compritol- DOTAP mixture (data not shown). At
the end of 3 months, increase in the melting point and recrystallinity of CSLN stored at 40 ◦ C was observed
to be higher than that of those stored at 4 ◦ C and room temperature. In addition, CSLN stored at 40 ◦ C
showed polymorphism at the end of 3 months. The appropriate storage condition for CSLN was determined to
be 4 ◦ C.
In order to examine the crystallinity of lipids and their lyophilized formulations with or without DOTAP,
wide-angle X-ray studies were performed (Figures 4A–4D and 5A–5C), and thus the eﬀect of DOTAP on the
physical properties of lipids was investigated. DOTAP and Gelucire 33/01 were not in crystalline form (Figures
4A and 4B) in contrast to Compritol ATO888 (Figure 4C) and Dynasan 116 (Figure 4D). Dynasan 116 showed
sharp peaks at angles of 16.24, 19.06, 22.78, and 23.74; these characteristic peaks, except the first peak, were
observed in DSLN and DSLN L refraction profiles (Figure 5A). Sharp peaks of Compritol ATO888 were found
in the refraction profiles of both CSLN and CSLN L at angles of 21.10 and 23.40 (Figure 5B). Degrees of
crystallinity were compared on the basis of peak intensity, in which Dynasan 116 and Compritol ATO888 were
found to have higher degrees than their formulations, which may be attributed to the eﬀects of DOTAP or
surfactants.
X-ray analysis of Gelucire 33/01 showed an amorphous state and two small peaks at angles of 20.78
and 23.07. These peaks did not appear in the profiles of GSLN; however, a secondary peak with low intensity
appeared at the same angle in GSLN L (Figure 5C). The results obtained showed that DOTAP enhanced the
maintenance of the crystalline form of Gelucire 33/01 in SLNs.
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Figure 4. X-ray diﬀraction patterns of lipid matrices.

Figure 5. X-ray diﬀraction patterns of lyophilized SLNs. D 0 SLNL: lyophilized SLN prepared with Dynasan 116
without DOTAP; C 0 SLN L : lyophilized SLN prepared with Compritol ATO888 without DOTAP; G 0 SLN L : lyophilized
SLN prepared with Gelucire 33/01 without DOTAP, DSLN L : lyophilized SLN prepared with Dynasan 116; CSLN L :
lyophilized SLN prepared with Compritol ATO888; GSLN L : lyophilized SLN prepared with Gelucire 33/01.
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In the comparison of X-ray diﬀraction patterns of lipids with the SLN formulations, overlapped peaks
were detected in similar 2θ angles. These data verified that there was no diﬀerence in the crystal form of the
materials due to the production parameters and use of DOTAP.
Retarded DNA bands on the agarose gels were observed as an indication of complex formation. Complete
binding of pDNA with DOTAP and SLNs was confirmed by the absence of free DNA bonds on the gel images
(Figures 6A–6G). Ten milligrams of DOTAP was weighed for 3 separate microtubes by heating to 43 ◦ C, 73
◦
C, and 85 ◦ C in order to determine the eﬀect of formulation conditions on DOTAP. After this heating process,
DOTAP was dispersed by vortex within 50 µ L of distilled water in a tube and autoclaved. The complexation
of these dispersions with DNA was compared with DOTAP, which was dispersed without heating. While the
complexation rate of pDNA-DOTAP without heating was found as 1:10 (Figure 6A), it was found between 1:12
and 1:14 after heating (Figures 6B–6D) and as 1:16 after autoclaving (Figures 6E–6G). It was determined that
the binding rate of DOTAP to DNA decreased depending on the temperature. However, heating to formulation
temperatures was more eﬀective than autoclaving temperature in decreasing the DNA binding ability of DOTAP.

Figure 6. Agarose gel electrophoresis of mixtures of pDNA with DOTAP. Lines from left: pDNA only, pDNA:DOTAP
mixtures with ratios (w/w) of 1:1, 1: 2, 1:4, 1:6, 1:8, 1:10, 1:12, 1:14, and 1:16. A) DOTAP dispersed in water,
B) heating of DOTAP to 43
of DOTAP, E) heating to 73

◦

C, C) heating to 43

◦

◦

C and autoclaving of DOTAP, D) heating to 73

C and autoclaving of DOTAP, F) heating of DOTAP to 85

◦

◦

C and autoclaving

C, G) heating to 85

◦

C and

autoclaving of DOTAP.

pDNA binding abilities of filtered, lyophilized, and autoclaved SLNs were evaluated by using agarose gel
electrophoresis (Figures 7A–7I). The results showed that filtered DSLN at a ratio of 1:4 was suﬃcient to bind
the complete pDNA (Figure 7A).
DNA is a flexible polymeric molecule, exhibiting a wide range of conformations including open circular and
supercoiled forms, and many studies indicated the formation of DNA-lipid complexes whose lamellar or columnar
inverted-hexagonal structures depend upon the lipid composition and the cationic lipid-DNA ratio. 32−34 In the
complexes, conformational changes of the DNA were anticipated on the basis of high positive charge density 35
and reduced relative humidity of the charged lipid bilayer. 36 DNA conformation changes were observed at a
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DOTAP/DNA ratio of >1.0 by mixing DNA with liposomes containing the cationic lipid DOTAP or a 1/1
(mole ratio) mixture of DOTAP and DOPE. This phenomenon was described by Zuidam et al. 27

Figure 7. Agarose gel electrophoresis of mixtures of pDNA with filtered, lyophilized, and autoclaved SLNs. Lines from
left: pDNA only (2 µ g), pDNA:SLN complexes with ratios (w/w) of 1:1, 1: 2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, and 1:7. A) DSLN,
B) GSLN, C) CSLN, D) DSLN L , E) GSLN L , F) CSLN L , G) DSLN O , H) GSLN O , and I) CSLN O .

In this study, conformational changes of pDNA were observed on gels with filtered (Figures 7A–7C),
lyophilized (Figures 7D–7F), and autoclaved (Figures 7G–7I) pDNA-SLNs complexes. Additional DNA bands
to the bands of supercoiled and open circular forms of DNA were seen.
pDNA binding ability of CSLN was observed to be the weakest in comparison to the similar ratios of
pDNA-DSLN and pDNA-GSLN. Consequently, the most eﬃcient SLN for binding pDNA was found to be DSLN
among the filtered SLNs, while GSLN was the most eﬃcient among the lyophilized and autoclaved SLNs. pDNA
binding ability of filtered DSLN was better than that of the lyophilized and autoclaved GSLN.
In therapeutic gene applications, the protection of pDNA from degrading enzymes is a critical factor for
eﬃcient gene delivery in vivo. Besides delivery purposes, a proper DNA carrier system must also protect DNA
from nuclease attack. 7,37 In this study, we examined nuclease stability of the SLN-pDNA complexes against
DNase I in vitro. SLN formulations were incubated with DNase I enzyme and pDNA recovered by using three
diﬀerent extraction methods. In all conditions, pDNA could be protected from total breakdown and remained
highly intact, as seen in Figure 8. Conformation of pDNA changed, but smear formation was negligible when
compared to naked pDNA (line 2), which was completely digested with an equal amount of DNAse I (line 3).
1020
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Conformational changes from supercoiled to open circular form might have resulted from either enzyme eﬀect or
extraction procedure. Changes in pDNA were detected during the extraction procedures without the presence
of DNase I. According to the images seen in Figure 8, GSLN (lines 10 and 11) and CSLN (lines 13 and 14)
formulations seem to protect pDNA against DNase I enzyme better than DSLN (lines 7 and 8) and Escort T II
(lines 5 and 6) do.

Figure 8. Stability of pDNA-SLN complexes in the existence of DNase I enzyme. Line 1: molecular weight marker
(10 µ g), line 2: pDNA only (4 µ g), line 3: pDNA and DNase I enzyme (4 µ g/4 U), line 4: pDNA only (4 µ g), line
5: pDNA-Escort T II (4 µ g:16 µ g), line 6: pDNA-Escort T II and DNase I enzyme (4 µ g:16 µ g and 4 U), line 7:
pDNA-DSLN (4 µ g:40 µ g), line 8: pDNA-DSLN and DNase I enzyme (4 µ g:40 µ g and 4 U). Extraction method I was
used at lines 4–8. Line 9: pDNA only (4 µ g), line 10: pDNA-GSLN (4 µ g:40 µ g), line 11: pDNA-GSLN and DNase
I enzyme (4 µ g:40 µ g and 4 U). Extraction method II was used at lines 9–11. Line 12: pDNA only (4 µ g), line 13:
pDNA-CSLN (4 µ g:40 µ g), line 14: pDNA:CSLN and DNase I enzyme (4 µ g:40 µ g and 4 U). Extraction method III
was used at lines 12–14.

3. Experimental
3.1. Materials
Tripalmitin (Dynasan 116) was supplied by Condea (Witten, Germany), and glyceryl dibehenate (Compritol ATO888) and triglyceride (hemi-synthetic triglyceride consisting of saturated fatty acids-C8-C18; Gelucire 33/01) were from Gattefossé (Nanterre, France). Cationic lipid N -(1-(2,3-dioleoyloxy)propyl)-N, N, N trimethylammonium (DOTAP); the surfactants polyoxyethylene-20-sorbitan monooleate (Tween 80) and sorR
bitan trioleate (Span85⃝);
and N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazino-N ı -(2-ethanesulfonic acid) (HEPES) were pur-

chased from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals (Germany). pUC18 plasmid DNA and DNase I enzyme were supplied by
Fermentas (Lithuania).
3.2. Preparation of cationic SLNs
SLNs containing the cationic lipid DOTAP were produced by using an oil-in-water emulsification technique. 23
Dynasan 116 (DSLN), Compritol ATO888 (CSLN), and Gelucire 33/01 (GSLN), each containing DOTAP, were
melted at about 10 ◦ C above the melting point of each lipid and added to the hot aqueous surfactant solutions
that were heated to same degree as lipids. Names and ratios of prepared formulations are shown in Table 1. The
molten lipids were dispersed in the hot surfactant solutions by high-speed stirring (9500 rpm) using an Ultra
1021
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Turrax (IKA T-25, USA) type homogenizer. 38 All hot dispersions were filtered through a 0.2-µ m nonpyrogenic
filter (Schleicher & Schuell, Germany). Following filtration, each dispersion was divided into three portions.
The first part was autoclaved (121 ◦ C, 15 min), the second was lyophilized (5 mbar, –50 ◦ C), and the third
was kept in its intact form. The aliquots were stored for short-term stability tests at 4 ◦ C, 40 ◦ C, and room
temperature (25 ◦ C).
3.3. Preparation of pDNA-SLN complexes
pDNA was diluted to a final concentration of 1 µ g/10 µ L in 25 mM HEPES. Diﬀerent amounts of SLNs were
added to the tubes containing pDNA dispersion and incubated for 10 min at room temperature for complex
formation at diﬀerent ratios (1:1, 1:2.5, 1:3.5, 1:5, 1:10, 1:20, 1:25, 1:30, 1:35, 1:40, and 1:50) to maintain
adsorption of negatively charged pDNA on positively charged particles.
3.4. Particle size and zeta potential
Mean diameter of the bulk population and the particle distribution via the PI of SLNs and pDNA-SLN complexes
were analyzed by a Zetasizer NanoZS (Malvern Instruments, UK). Zeta potential was determined using the same
equipment. Distilled water with a conductivity value of 50 µ S/cm was adjusted using sodium chloride (0.1 N)
at pH 7.4 and used in zeta potential analyses. Electrostatic mobility was converted to zeta potential using the
Helmholtz–Smoluchowski equation.
For this purpose, 30 µ L of the SLNs and pDNA-SLN complexes were dispersed in 1 mL of this distilled
water and particle size, PI, and zeta potentials were measured.
3.5. DSC measurements
In order to determine the degree of crystallinity of the particle dispersion, DSC was used (DSC 60, Shimadzu,
Japan). The heating rate was 10

◦

C/min between 25

performed with a cooling rate of 10

◦

◦

C and 90

◦

C, and then cooling down to 25

◦

C was

C/min. The rate of crystallinity was estimated by comparison of the

melting enthalpy/g of the bulk material with the melting enthalpy/g of the dispersion. Five milligrams of solid
bulk material and 10 mg of dispersion were accurately weighed into aluminum pans, which were then sealed.
An empty pan was used as a reference. Analyses were performed under nitrogen gas flow.
3.6. X-ray diﬀraction
X-ray diﬀraction pattern of each of the lipids (DOTAP, Dynasan 116, Compritol ATO888, and Gelucire 33/01)
and all of the SLNs with or without DOTAP were recorded by using an X-ray diﬀractometer (Rigaku Rint
2200, Japan) at a range of 4–40 ◦ C, using 40 kV voltage, 30 mA current, and 2 ◦ min −1 scanning rate.
3.7. Interaction of pDNA with DOTAP and SLNs
The eﬀects of formulation conditions on the binding of pDNA to DOTAP were evaluated to determine the
interaction between pDNA and DOTAP. Diﬀerent ratios of pDNA-DOTAP (µ g/ µ g) complexes were prepared
and loaded on an agarose gel and visualized by 1.5% ethidium bromide staining for 2 h at 25 V. Images were
obtained using Kodak Image Station 440 CF.
DSLN, GSLN, and CSLN were categorized as filtered, autoclaved, and lyophilized SLNs and binding
rates of each SLN with pDNA were determined. Lyophilized SLNs were resuspended in 500 µ L of autoclaved
distilled water (pH 7.4).
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pDNA was diluted in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) to yield a final concentration of 1 µ g 10 µ L −1 . pDNASLN complexes were prepared at ratios (w/w) of 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, and 1:7 and subjected to agarose
gel electrophoresis.
3.8. Protection of pDNA-SLN complexes from DNase I digestion
Naked pDNA, pDNA-SLNs, and pDNA-Escort II complexes were incubated with 4 KU (Kunitz unit) of DNase I
enzyme and the stability of pDNA in the complexes was investigated. DNA was recovered from complexes using
3 diﬀerent extraction methods after incubation. In these methods, only solvents for extracting lipids from the
media were diﬀerent, being chloroform-ethanol (1:1), ethanol, and chloroform-ethanol (2:1). Extraction methods
were applied to naked pDNA as the control. Four micrograms of naked pDNA and complexes including 4 µ g
of pDNA were incubated with 4 KU of DNase I for 10 min at 37 ◦ C. Reactions were terminated by adding 40
µ L of 25 mM EDTA solution.
3.9. Statistical analysis
Statistical evaluation of zeta potential values and particle sizes results of the formulations was achieved using
the SPSS two-way ANOVA program.
4. Conclusion
SLNs containing DOTAP were prepared using an oil-in-water emulsification technique and characterized in
vitro. The increase in zeta potentials correlated with the increase in the amount of DOTAP added to the
formulations, which shows that solid lipid particles gained a cationic feature. Complex formation between DNA
and SLNs occurred via electrostatic interactions. Positive charge on the particles caused eﬃcient binding of
DNA as demonstrated by gel retardation images. Only the zeta potentials of SLNs decreased after autoclave
sterilization; particle sizes of SLNs did not show a significant increase (P ≥ 0.05) under any tested conditions (4
◦

C, 25 ◦ C, 40 ◦ C). Appropriate storage conditions were determined to be 25 ◦ C for lyophilized DSLN and 4 ◦ C
for lyophilized GSLN and CSLN. Among the SLN formulations studied, the most stable crystalline structure
was found to be the lyophilized form. The results of the studies on the eﬀect of production temperatures
demonstrated a reduction in the eﬃcacy of DOTAP depending on the increase in the heat exposed. Absence
of the evidence of structural changes or abnormalities for mixtures of lipid matrices with DOTAP shows that
DOTAP can be dissolved in the matrixes with no change in its structure. Conclusively, DOTAP-containing
SLN systems seem to be promising gene delivery systems. However, further studies have to be performed to
prove the eﬃciency of in vitro and in vivo transfection.
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